The Formation o! the Planets
Did the sun collect its family of planets one by
one as a result of chance encounters m the depths
of space? Or was the solar system formed all at
once in some generative process? To this funda-
mental Question at least there is a fairly definite
answer The planetary orbits all lie hi about the
same plane and the planets all revolve the same
way round the sun This could haidly have hap
pened by chance indeed it provides almost con
elusive evidence for the alternative view But
what was the generative process?
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machines to hurl nuclei at one another to make
them coalesce In stars the necessary hiith
velocity of impact occurs because the plasma, is so
hot Oraduafiy the hydrogen is turned into
helium and helium into heavier and heavier
elements This supplies the energy that the stars
radute and simultaneously generates the chemical
elements
The very heavy elements present a problem. To
form them from middleweight elements energy
has to be suBplted Since there is plenty or
energy inside a star a certain small number of
heavy nuclei will indeed form but they will con
tinually undergo fission again under the prevailing
intense conditions How do they ever get aw-iv
to form cool ordinary elements like lead and
bismuth in the earth? One view buta them with
the highly explosive supernovse to which we have
already referred (F4 (1)) If the heavy elements
occur in these stars the force of the explosion
disperses them into cool outer space before they
have time to undergo the fission that would
otherwise have been their fate The heavy ele
ments are thus seen as the dust and debris of
stellar catastrophes This view is in line with
the steady state theory because supernovas are
always occurring and keeping up the supply of
heavy elements In the evolutionary theory
some of the generation of elements is supposed to
go on in the very early stages of the initial dense
state and to continue in the stara that evolve in
the fullness of time It cannot be claimed that
the origin of the chemical elements is completely
known but we have said enough to show that
there are plausible theories Time and more
facts will choose between them
THE  WORLD   OF  SCIENCE
Miny ideas have been proposed and the prob
lem is very intricate One view is that the
sun and its planets formed m a stellar condensa
tion a feature of which was the pushing out
wards from the central sun of a disc of matter
which subsequently became the planets Such a
process would be regarded as normal in stars and
not exceptional
On the other hand the planets have been
attributed to the effect of a passing star whose
gravitational attraction drew out from the sun a
jet of gaseous matter which condensed into the
planets Such an encounter between stars is verv
rare and on this theory the formation of planet?
must be an outside chance This theory ib not
widely held now
The connection between stellar and planetary
theory is brought out again by the existence on
the planets of the heavier chemical elements
How did they get there? If it be true that heavy
elements are hurled into space by exploding super
novse (see above) then at least one such explosion
must have mingled its products with the wide
spread interstellar hydrogen before the planets
condensed At one time Hoyle put forward the
view that the sun was once accompanied by
another star (there are many such binary systems
known to astronomers) and that the sun s partner
exploded Some of the ejected gases captured
by the suns gravitational attraction later con
densed into planets while the remnant of the star
recoiled from the explosion and got away into
space This explanation was later modified in
that the exploding star and the sun need not be i
close pan but merely two of a cluster of stars
formed at the same time
Before leaving this subject where theories are
more numerous than firm conclusions one more
question may be raised was the earth formed hot
or cold? There are adherents to both opinions
One side would say that the planets condensed
from hot gases became liquid and subsequently
cooled and solidified at the surface if not through
out Others would say that dust ice and small
particles formed in space first and subsequently
accumulated into large bodies whose temper
attire rose somewhat later on With space ex
ploration beginning in earnest considerable future
progresb in under finding planetirj formation
can be anticipated (See also Section L. Mars
Venus Planets)
THE SOLAR SYSTEM.

Name
Distance from
Sun (millions of
miles)
Diameter
(thousands of
miles)
Average density
(water = 1)
Number of
Satellites
Sun
—
865
141
__
Mercury
36
31
373
0
Venus
67
76
5-28
0
Earth
93
79
552
1
Mars
142
42
394
2
Jupiter
484
850
134
12
Saturn
887
700
069
e
Uranus
1785
80-9
1-36
5
Neptune
2797
3SO
132
2
Pluto
3670
?
?
0
SOME ASTRONOMICAL DISTANCES
(1 light year = 5 88 X 10IS miles)

Object
Distance
from Earth
(light-
years)
Velocity of
recession
(miles per
second)
Object.
Distance
from Earth
(light
yeart)
Velocity of
recession
(miles per
second)
Sun
Nearest star   (Proxima
Centaur!)
Brightest star (Sirius)
Pleiades
Centre of MJlky Way
Magellanic  clouds   (the
nearest galaxies)
1 6 X ID"5
42
86
340
2« X 10*
1 6 X 10*
—
Andromeda Galaxy
Galaxy m Virgo
Galaxy in Gt Bear
Galaxy     m     Corona
Boreahs
Galaxy in Bootes
Very   remote   quasi
stellar object
1 5 X 10'
7 6 X 10'
10*
1 3 X 10*
4 5 X 10"
~1 5 X 10l°
750
9300
13400
24,400
^ISOJMM

